
The a”MAZE”ing RVR Color Sensor

This new sensor won’t leave you feeling blue, in fact you’ll be tickled pink. With the color sensor, you can have RVR 

seeing red. In this activity, you’re given the green light to explore colors and understand how RVR uses its color 

inside conditionals.

SUPPLIES

Color tiles, Tape

COMPATIBLE ROBOTS

INSTRUCTIONS

Step 1 - Orange you glad there’s a color sensor?

Watch this video to get a sense of how RVR's color sensor works!

YouTube video:
https://youtu.be/38GnKwTus8o

Step 2 - Exploration - Chameleon Mode Setup

It’s time to explore how the mainLED can be set to  match what the color sensor is reading.

First, program RVR to roll over each color tile and stop

DO: 

Set up the color tiles according to the image, starting with green and ending with red

Place RVR on the green tile.

Drag a main LED block to on start program. 

Using roll blocks and delay blocks, have RVR roll to each color tile, stop for 1 second, then roll to the next

color tile.

https://youtu.be/38GnKwTus8o


Step 3 - Exploration - Total Color Sensor

Notice that the color swatch of the main LED block is an octagon. All of the blocks in the Sphero Edu app are

interconnecting like puzzle pieces. Other octagonal blocks will work inside the main LED block (like a random

color operator).

In order to pull in the RGB values from the color sensor, go to the sensors category of blocks and find the

octagonal sensor block called total color sensor. Drag the block into the main LED block. Now the program will

set the LED to match the total color sensor data.

DO:

Add a 1 second delay to start your program

Go to the sensors category of blocks

Drag a total color sensor block and place it inside the main LED block

Use a main LED with the total color sensor block after each delay block



Step 4 - Skills Building - Stealth Mode

In the previous step, you used individual blocks to determine the color sensor, but there’s another way! 

Instead of using an individual main LED block to set the color to match the color sensor each time RVR stops,

there is a special events block.

Events run in the background of your program and already have the conditional logic built in, so as your program is

running, it constantly looks for the conditions to be met. The program will jump to the blocks under the event when

the conditions are met, running those blocks before returning to where the program left off.

In this step, you will program RVR to roll forward, and as it rolls over a color tile, the LED will automatically change to

match that color.

Set your tiles up in a straight line and place RVR just in front of the first color tile. 

DO: 

Remove all the previous blocks

Pull a speed block onto “on start program”

Set “on color event”:

Pull an “on color event” block onto your canvas

Press the color swatch

Place RVR over the color tile

Press the blue checkmark to save the color. 

Repeat steps 1-4  for each color tile.

Continue onto the next step.



Step 5 - Stealth Mode Ending Sequence

Finally, let’s add a stopping point for our program. On the color red event, we are going to set RVR to strobe for 2

seconds, and then it will exit the program and stop running the program. In this case, because we are using the

strobe block, we do not need to tell RVR to stop driving because the strobe block can’t happen while it’s driving,

so when RVR senses the red color it will stop driving so it can strobe. After the strobe effect is done, it will exit the

program.

DO:

Drag a strobe block from the lights category to the on color Red event block

place a total color sensor block inside the strobe color swatch.

Set a duration for the strobe of .1s

Set the number of times to 10

From controls, drag an exit program onto your on color red event block.



Step 6 - Skills Building - Green Means Go

In this step, you will create events to tell RVR which way to roll based on the color sensor.

DO:

1. Clear your program, except keep the on event blocks on the coding canvas

2. Set up the color tiles in a square as pictured above.

3. Make sure you have each color tile "activated" with on color event blocks.

4. Using roll blocks, program each on color event to roll RVR in the appropriate directions.

If the color is green, speed 50 (This will start your program)

If the color is yellow, heading 90 degrees

If the color is purple, heading 180 degrees

If the color is blue, reading 315 degrees

If the color is red, heading 225 degrees

Step 7 - Extended Challenge - Share your Program!

What else can you do with the color sensor?

Create a color border on the floor, and program RVR to continuously drive inside a confined space without

exiting the border

Don't forget to share your programs to the Sphero Edu app!


